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Who has responded? 

Email 
 

17ba078@nluo.ac.in 
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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning 

experience in your institution. 

17 responses 

1. Teachers should should teach only for the sake of taking class, they should put some efforts so that 

students acquire interest in the particular subject. 2. The mode of teaching should be changed from what 

is existing now. Teachers should put more efforts to make the topic understand to the students and not to 

finish the syllabus fast.  

1. They should engage each and every student in class. 2. Do something so that students come to class 

with excitement not just for attendance.  

Transparency, Detailed discussion about the performance, Informing about the upcoming opportunities for 

students. 

Frequent use of projector Provide regular feedback on our performance 

No good professors. No proper liabrary. Arbitrary examination policies. Biased teachers.  

1. Better examination policy 2.better faculty evaluation 3.Better student-teacher relationship 

Quality check of Teacher's content and their ability to effectively communicate the same with the students  

1. Engage more with student during class. 2. Don't just sit and delivery lecture. 3 . Try to make the 

curriculum interesting  

No 

1. Evaluation of teachers on random checks during class hours by Subject Matter Experts 2. Accountability 

of the power to give or deduct marks of the students, lying with the teachers 3. University taking interest 

and formulating policies to support extracurricular activities such as Moots/ Mediation and Debate.  

1) More interactive activities 2) Tell the name of the topic and sub topics clearly before teaching 3) 

Suggestions on how to go about studying that topic 

Student feedback should be discussed seriously. Teachers should focus more on the practical aspects of 

subjects and Memory based tests should be done away with. 

There must be a proper faculty evaluation process within the administration. The number of teachers, who 

take an active interest in their profession is very limited. 

1) No teacher must teach 2 subjects to the same batch. 2) Teachers should not be giblven subject to teach 

that is not their area of expertise. 3) Teacher's must take classes regularly,  and complete the course. 

I think teacher should be more empathetic about students emotional well -being and should understand the 

fact that not every student have same ability to perform , can have a teacher's workshop 

A lot of the teachers are not well versed with their subject matter and hence cannot give us a strong 

foundation of the subject. the course curriculum is very rigid, it has not kept up with the time. it needs to be 

comphrensivoely revisited. teachers tend to impose their own ideology on students, not allowing us to 

have an independent thought process. this is reflected in their evaluation of mark-sheets. 

Internal evaluation must be fair and more transparent A more effective mentoring scheme must be adopted 

Students must be taught to become efficient and self reliant 

 

 


